SUPPLY LIST:
Batting 50” x 65”
All Purpose Thread
Wash Away Fabric Marker

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS

Style No. 2002-1
1 1/2 Yard

Style No. 2004-1
1/2 Yard

Style No. 5000-1
1 1/2 Yard

Style No. 9617-365
7/8 Yard

Style No. 5000-1
1/2 Yard

Style No. 2001-1
3 1/2 Yard

OPTIONAL BINDING

OPTIONAL BACKING
HOW TO

Cut

SKU- 2002-1
cut fifteen triangles from template A with the fabric face up, the printed side of the template face up, and the fabric oriented as shown in the cutting diagram

SKU- 5000-1
cut eight 10 7/8” squares and cut once on the diagonal
cut fifteen 5 7/8” squares

SKU- 9617-365 cut thirty 5 1/2” squares

SKU 2004-1 cut fifteen 5 7/8” squares

SKU 9617-264 cut six 2 1/2” x WOF strips

2002-1 Cutting Diagram
SEW

1/4” seam allowance used throughout.
1. With the grainline of the fabric vertical mark the wrong side of each SKU-2004-1 5 7/8” square from upper right to lower left corner.

2. With the grainline of the fabrics oriented in the same direction sew each SKU-2004-1 5 7/8” square to each SKU-5000-1 5 7/8” square 1/4” to the right and left of the center marked line. Cut on the marked line and press seams of each small half square triangle unit open.

3. Sew nine block A following the block assembly diagram.

4. Sew six block B following the block assembly diagram.

5. Sew each SKU- 2002-1 triangle to each SKU- 5000-1 triangle and press seams open.
SEW

Assemble quilt top following the top assembly diagram.


7. Sew each row together keeping seams pressed in opposing directions so that seams can lock together and match while sewing. When top is complete press the row seams towards the bottom of the quilt.

8. Sew SKU- strips together end to end to create one continuous length. Cut into two 60 1/2” strips and two 54 1/2” strips for border. * TIP - Measure the finished height and width of the pieced center quilt before cutting strips to be sure the strips will fit your quilt top.

9. Sew side border strips to the right and left sides of the quilt top.

10. Sew top and bottom border strips to the top and bottom of the quilt top.

11. Quilt and bind as desired.
Template A

Print at 100%

To ensure template printed at the correct size, measure the 1” square given on each template page.

Tape together pieces 1, 2, 3 to create complete template.
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